W-X Row

Parking Space Count:

- Regular: 88
- Reserved: 0
- DVS: 0
- Visitor: 0
- Accessible: 0
- Visitor Accessible: 0
- Timed: 5
- Service: 0
- U.B.: 0
- Motorcycle: 0
- Loading: 0
- Other: 0
- RV: 0

Total: 93

Lost to (Currently Under) Construction: 0

Accessible: 0
Loading: 0
Motorcycle: 0
Other: 0
RV: 0

Regular: 88
DVS: 0
Visitor: 0
Accessible: 0
Visitor Accessible: 0
Timed: 5
Service: 0
U.B.: 0
Motorcycle: 0
Loading: 0
Other: 0
RV: 0

Total: 93
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